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In this paper, we problematize an ontological characterization of change within a complex system by 
illustrating how epistemological premises of interactionist, individualist, and collectivist theoretical 
perspectives reveal only specific aspects of a changing system. Methodological considerations resulting 
from our recognition that change is characterized subjectively within various theoretical perspectives are 
made. 

ey ords  esearch Methods  Meas rement 

Introduction 

A central foc s of or  in mathematics ed cation research is the characteri ation of change hich 
e vie  as the entailment of three processes  1  identifying hether or not change has occ rred, 2  

identifying the amo nt of change that has occ rred, and 3  identifying the potential ca ses of change. ne 
may be interested in characteri ing change in st dents  ays of nderstanding as they progress thro gh a 
partic lar instr ctional se ence. Another may foc s on e plaining ho  the norms of a classroom 
environment evolve over the co rse of a semester and ho  individ al st dents  perceptions of, and activity 

ithin, these norms change in tandem. Still another may foc s on describing ho  instit tions change in 
response to ed cational policies or reform initiatives. Change is every here, is occ rring all the time, and 

hether one is st dying st dents, teachers, or instit tions, the characteri ation of change is an integral part 
of contemporary mathematics ed cation research. 

f one see s to characteri e change in a comple  system, a ey consideration m st be to recogni e the 
system ithin hich that change occ rs and to ma e ass mptions abo t ho  that system can ndergo 
change. he identification and e planation of change ithin a comple  system depends largely on the 
epistemological ass mptions one ma es abo t no ledge and abo t learning as ell as the ays in hich 
agents of change are characteri ed ithin the system. While there have been articles that foc s on 
describing the ass mptions and practices of vario s theoretical perspectives e.g., Cobb, 2007 , none have 
e plicitly foc sed on ho  specific theories of learning characteri e change. he foc s of the present article 
is to e plain the basic ass mptions regarding learning and no ledge, and its gro th held by prominent 
theoretical perspectives in mathematics ed cation research. n addition, e sho  ho  the ass mptions of 
vario s learning theories serve as a lens thro gh hich change is perceived in order to ill strate ho  
change ithin a single system can be characteri ed in different ays depending on the premises of the 
theoretical perspective that a researcher ass mes. 

In our view, any characterization of change will necessarily entail limiting the scope of analysis to 
specific aspects of the changing system. As a result, the epistemological assumptions made by the 
researcher as well as the unit of analysis chosen, constrain the type of change that can be characterized 
within a system, such as a classroom. Hence, we use the word comprehensive change to convey all aspects 
of the changing system, including all anticipated representations and causal conditions of change, that are 
hypothesized to collectively comprise some measurable change in a system that occurs over some interval 
of time.  

A major focus in this article will be to problematize the notion that empirical mathematics education 
research characterizes change as if it is an ontological and agreed upon construct. Our review of the 
literature suggests that taken as a whole, current work has not rigorously addressed or defined 
comprehensive change. As a result, there have been few efforts that examine change in a learning system 
by conscientiously defining the learning system and its boundaries in order to characterize the mechanisms 
by which different variables within the system interact. We believe that any attempt to study change 
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requires one to characterize a learning system and the interactions that take place within the learning 
system based on the assumptions of particular theoretical orientations. We propose that the theoretical 
perspective that one assumes serves as a lens through which one attempts to “control” specific aspects of 
the changing system to construct a viable characterization of change with respect to specific features of the 
changing system. We argue that the specific features of the changing system that one attends to, and their 
hypothesized effects on other aspects of the system, are largely determined by the epistemology of one’s 
theoretical orientation. 

Survey of Theoretical Perspectives 

Mathematics ed cation researchers c rrently se a plethora of theoretical perspectives that originate 
from fields s ch as cognitive science, sociology, anthropology, and psychology. S ch perspectives incl de 
b t are not limited to, radical constr ctivism, behaviorism, socioc lt ral theory, sit ated cognition, 
cognitive information processing theory, cognitive psychology, e perimental psychology, social cognitive 
theory, and social constr ctivism. o efficiently contrast the characteri ation of change among these 
perspectives, e have organi ed them into three general categories that acco nt for their historical 
treatment of learning, and the nit of analysis by hich these traditions ass me learning can be 

nderstood  interactionism, individualism, and collectivism. r rationale for this partition res lted from 
recogni ing that the epistemological tenets in the theoretical perspectives prevalent in mathematics 
ed cation research are not distinct, b t instead are championed, shared, and modified by researchers in a 
learning system. his partition is helpf l to nderstand the ays in hich the field is conflicted in its 
message abo t change, the s bse ent claims e can ma e abo t ho  change occ rs, and the 
recommendations e can ma e regarding potential levers for enhancing gro th in mathematical teaching 
and learning. 

We begin by o tlining the characteristics of interactionism, individ alism, and collectivism  providing 
brief s mmaries of select theoretical perspectives that are encompassed ithin each class of perspectives 
relative to their characteri ation of individ al agents in a learning system as ell as their epistemological 
stance. his disc ssion highlights the potential conflicts arising in o r field from people spea ing the same 

ords, b t not meaning the same things regarding the st dy of change in teaching, learning, and policy. 
We concl de ith methodological considerations res lting from o r recognition that change is 
characteri ed differently ithin different theoretical perspectives. 

Interactionism 

nteractionism encompasses theoretical perspectives that consider cogni ing agents as s b ective 
interpreters sit ated in social and societal conte ts. n interactionism, individ al behavior is dictated by 
s b ective interpretations of social e periences that cannot resemble an ob ective e istence. o the 
interactionist, individ al agents create their e periential orld and act ithin their o n e periential orld. 

o ever, interactionism does not disregard an o tside orld, b t at the same time ma es no claims abo t 
the e istence of a single ontological reality. his is beca se perspectives in interactionism ass me that e 
cannot step o tside of o rselves to observe a real orld , as the orld is a s b ective reality. hin ing 
abo t the e ternal orld as a s b ective reality allo s interactionists to describe st dents  learning as 
ta ing place ithin an e periential orld that they are sim ltaneo sly organi ing as they learn and create 
ne  no ledge. Perspectives that comprise interactionism incl de sit ated cognition, radical 
constr ctivism, and social constr ctivism. 

Situated cognition. Sit ated cognition ro n, Collins,  D g id, 1989  frames the individ al as a 
component of a reasoning system that is comprised of the individ al s immediate social, physical, and 
psychological environment. he e ternal infl ence on one s cognition is immediate in the sense that there 
is a consistent interaction bet een the individ al and the reasoning system. Moreover, the e ternal 
infl ence of one s cognition is also dynamic in the sense that the reasoning system ithin hich one 
participates is amenable to rapid change i.e., is responsive to feedbac  from the environment . earning, 
then, is characteri ed by the e tent to hich an individ al is able to effectively coordinate elements of their 
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immediate social, physical, or psychological environment as a reasoning aid. n other ords, learning in 
the sit ated cognition perspective is characteri ed by an individ al s ability to become a prod ctive 
component of the reasoning system by sing their immediate e ternal reso rces prod ctively. 

F rther, sit ated cognition ass mes that no ing or nderstanding is inseparable from doing. 
no ledge is characteri ed as competence ith respect to norms of the setting in hich one operates and 

accr es as one gains e perience or ing ithin the constraints of a partic lar conte t. t is the individ al s 
interaction ith social norms, ho ever, that ta es precedence over gro p dynamics. earning is 
characteri ed, then, as increasingly effective performance and higher levels of competency across 
sit ations Wenger, 1998 . As a res lt of these ass mptions, a sit ated cognitivist might describe change as 
the level of familiarity one has or ing in a partic lar conte t or ob, or the degree to hich one is able to 
s illf lly manip late tools and representations in a disc ssion in the classroom. his is beca se change is 
not characteri ed by an acc m lation of associations b t instead is the att nement of actions bet een the 
agent and its environment, and that dynamic is necessary for the characteristics of learning and no ledge 
to be made manifest. 

n the interest of f ll disclos re, e recogni e that aspects of the sit ated cognition perspective lend 
themselves to the collectivist paradigm. o ever, as mentioned above, the analytical nit ithin the 
sit ated cognition perspective is the cognitive behavior of individ als sit ated ithin a reasoning system. 

ence, e find it more appropriate for sit ated cognition to be considered principally a s bset of 
interactionism rather than collectivism. 

Constructivism. adical and social constr ctivism are variants of a more general learning theory of 
constr ctivism. Constr ctivism is an epistemology asserting that h mans constr ct no ledge and 
meaning from their perceptions of their o n interactions ith the e periential orld. Formali ation of 
constr ctivism is typically attrib ted to Piaget, ho foc sed on the mechanisms by hich learners 
internali e no ledge. Piaget s genetic epistemology emphasi ed ho  a cognitive organism, s ch as a 
h man, becomes a cogni ing agent. Piaget described adaptation and organi ation as the ey principles to 
biological development. hese principles of adaptation and organi ation are the ey components of 
constr ctivism, b t are interpreted in different ays by radical and social constr ctivists. For the sa e of 
brevity, e detail only radical constr ctivism in this article. 

Radical constructivism. adical constr ctivism is a philosophical perspective on learning based on 
Piaget s more general notion of constr ctivism, hich is concerned ith the parado  of ho  one comes to 

no  an ontological reality hen one cannot step o tside of his or her o n ays of thin ing and ays 
of perceiving reality. adical constr ctivism posits that one perceives a s b ective reality thro gh 
adaptation and organi ation of ays of thin ing, hich von Glasersfeld 1995  operationali ed as 
assimilation and accommodation. 

von Glasersfeld 1995  and others e.g., hompson, 2000 , often based on Piaget s genetic 
epistemology, have foc sed on the constr cts of assimilation, accommodation, and e ilibration to e plain 
ho  one comes to create, refine, and eval ate a viable mental model of the orld aro nd them by foc sing 
on concept al analysis. Concept al analysis is the constr ction of a scheme of meanings and ays of 

nderstanding that ma e one s actions sensible and coherent. n short, concept al analysis allo s an 
observer, ho cannot observe another s s b ective reality, to nonetheless create a viable model that ma es 
ones actions coherent. he developmental of this mental model allo s one not only to describe and 
e plain, b t also predict one s actions based on the model of one s ays of nderstanding a partic lar idea. 

h s, a model can be a viable representation of the assimilation, accommodation, and e ilibri m states of 
the st dent. At the same time, radical constr ctivists are constrained in e plaining the thin ing of another 
beca se they are dependent on ma ing inferences abo t one s mental model from the lang age and 
actions. h s, a characteri ation of change ithin the radical constr ctivist tradition depends on trac ing 
the changes in the mental model of one s ays of nderstanding and ays of thin ing. 
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Individualism 

ndivid alist theoretical perspectives assert that individ al s comprise the primary nit of reality and 
that societies emerge as a conse ence of individ al behavior. o ever, individ alists contend that 
societies do not determine the identity, or govern the behavior of individ als ithin societies. heoretical 
perspectives that comprise interactionism incl de cognitive information processing theory and 
e perimental psychology. 

Cognitive information processing theory. he essence of cognitive information processing is that 
h man tho ght and cognition are treated as comp tational in nat re. his theory ass mes that e isting 
mental str ct res process stim li, and that no ledge is str ct red in memory as an association bet een 
concepts that have n mero s branches to other concepts.  

Cognitive information processing theory holds that attention is the primary mechanism by hich 
no ledge is developed. Since individ als maintain the inherent propensity to organi e information 

obtained from sensory inp t, the stim li that individ als attend to among many potential inp ts necessarily 
determines hat information has the potential to be stored in or ing memory.  

nformation processing theory treats the processing of stim li m ch li e a comp ter program. n 
partic lar, o r nervo s system registers a sensory inp t, hich is perceived and filtered thro gh attention 
and interpretative str ct res into or ing memory. As a conse ence, learning can be tho ght of as the 
process here ne  information is fitted  into e isting cognitive str ct res, often characteri ed as long 
term memory. h s, the development of e isting net or s of nderstandings stored in long term memory 
characteri es change ithin the cognitive information processing paradigm Gagne, 1985 . 

Experimental psychology. esearch ithin e perimental psychology aims to develop a collective 
abstract individual. A collective abstract individ al is collective in the sense that it is devised from a 
statistical aggregate of antifiable attrib tes, and abstract in the sense that the individ al need not 
correspond to the attrib tes of any partic lar individ al in the gro p that comprised the statistical 
aggregate Cobb, 2007 . n the e perimental psychology perspective, meas rable characteristics of 
individ al st dents are perceived to consist of discrete, isolatable attrib tes that can be meas red ith 
some fidelity and aggregated sing antitative methods. h s, the amo nt that one has learned is 
meas red by the e tent to hich one deviates from the statistical aggregate that comprises the collective 
abstract individ al. More specifically, an aim of e perimental psychology is to determine one s discrete, 
isolatable attrib tes at t o or more moments in time and compare these attrib tes to those of the collective 
abstract individ al. As a res lt of these ass mptions, e perimental psychology allo s one to ma e 
probability estimates in the pop lation regarding st dent thin ing, motivation, or reactions. A decrease in 
deviation over time, hich can be antified, serves as evidence of learning ithin this perspective. 

o ever, e perimental psychology does not e plicitly define a lens thro gh hich ca sal factors for 
change of an individ al ithin a learning system are identified. ather, ed cational research ithin the 
e perimental psychology paradigm has traditionally ass med a process prod ct orientation in hich 
desired learning o tcomes are attrib ted to observable teaching behaviors ith an inattention to the 
cognitive or affective ca sal factors of learning. ence, e perimental psychologists limit the potential 
ca sal factors of change by considering only the independent variables that are hypothesi ed at the o tset 
of an e periment. herefore, ca sal factors of change do not have the opport nity of manifesting 
themselves thro gho t the cond ct of research as a conse ence of e perimental psychology 
methodology.  

Collectivism 

Collectivist perspectives consider individ al behavior and cognition to be f ndamentally infl enced by 
their sit ation ithin social and societal conte ts. Accordingly, the analytical nit ithin collectivist 
theoretical perspectives is the activity of the c lt re or collective. ndivid als serve as contrib ting agents 
in the collective as they participate in established c lt ral practices. As a comple  system, the collective 
activity is an emergent property of the individ al actions of its members and their interaction Cobb  
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ac el, 1996 .  orms and other social behaviors form the basis for nderstanding learning.  Socioc lt ral 
theory is the predominant collectivist theoretical perspective. 

Sociocultural theory. Socioc lt ral theory sit ates the individ al ithin a general social environment 
and considers the individ al s cognition inseparable from their more general social circ mstances. 
Accordingly, many socioc lt ral theorists consider the individ al as sit ated in a c lt ral practice as the 
appropriate analytical nit. ence, learning in the socioc lt ral perspective is evidenced by changes that 
occ r in people s activity as they move from relatively peripheral participation to increasingly s bstantial 
participation in the practices of established comm nities  Cobb, 2007, p. 24 . hat is, socioc lt ral 
theorists hold that cognitive behavior and participation in c lt ral practices co participate in each other s 
evol tion. his perspective differs from that of sit ated cognition in that sit ated cognitive theorists 
consider the relationship bet een cogni ing s b ect and e ternal environment to remain fi ed. t is the 
recognition that intellect al development and c lt ral participation co evolve that characteri es 
socioc lt ral theory as a collectivist perspective.  

Socioc lt ral theorists identify change of an individ al ithin a learning system by hether or not a 
social participant s activity is modified as they increase their participation in established c lt ral practices. 

he interaction bet een a participant and their social and c lt ral environment al ays serves as the ca sal 
factor for change ithin socioc lt ral theory. 

Methodological Implications of Studying Change 

We have th s far described ma or theoretical perspectives thro gh the lenses of individ alism, 
interactionism, and collectivism, and in doing so have sho n that if one see s to describe change ithin a 
comple  system, the bo ndaries and ass mptions abo t interaction of variables ithin the system constrain 
the type and amo nt of change that one can characteri e. 

We believe individ alist, interactionist, and collectivist paradigms are ni ely po erf l for 
characteri ing vario s aspects of change ithin a comple  learning environment, and claim that 
problemati ing comprehensive change has important methodological implications. t is critical to 

nderstand the type of change at play, and e believe the individ alist, interactionist, and collectivist 
perspectives are helpf l in ma ing this distinction. n this section, e consider methodological 
implications that one m st consider in order to rigoro sly st dy change in a learning environment.  

Research Question 

Since a variety of aspects of a comple  system are changing in tandem, and as e have arg ed, they 
cannot all be characteri ed sim ltaneo sly, researchers m st ass me the responsibility to e plicate the 

ays in hich the theoretical perspective they ass me imposes a limit on the nat re of change they are 
able to characteri e. Demonstrating the recognition that one s theoretical orientation imposes concept al 
blinders on specific aspects of the changing system in the statement of one s research estions is an 
essential aspect of comm nicating one s research in a ay that promotes inters b ectivity among a thor 
and reader.  

eca se it is impossible to sim ltaneo sly characteri e every type of change, a research estion m st 
address three iss es. First, it m st be specific eno gh so that the nit of analysis is nambig o s. Second, 
it m st characteri e the system ithin hich the nit of analysis is to be st died. hird, it m st specify a 
partic lar aspect of the comple  system to be st died, incl ding relevant variables and their interactions. 

hese three considerations permit the researcher to specify hat is to be st died, to determine at hat 
grain level it is to be st died, and to demarcate bo ndaries and constraints ithin hich the nit of analysis 
operates. hese considerations not only confirm epistemological and theoretical coherence, b t also allo  
the researcher to classify their characteri ation of change as individ alist, interactionist or collectivist. his 
classification accordingly res lts in the recognition of changing aspects of a comple  system that are not 
recogni ed by the researcher s method.  

A research estion that clearly identifies the nit of analysis and demarcates the bo ndaries ithin 
hich the nit of analysis operates constrains the type of change that one can claim to characteri e. 
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Constraining the type of change nder consideration allo s the researcher to identify a theoretical 
frame or  composed of descriptive and e planatory components that can characteri e change in the nit 
of analysis. We do not claim that any of these frame or s are more appropriate than another. nstead, the 

sef lness of the frame or  in a st dy foc sed on characteri ing arises from its ability to describe, 
e plain, and even predict aspects of the comple  system nder st dy hile fitting ithin the constraints of 
the bo ndaries of the system.  

We recogni e that in many cases the theoretical framing may constrain the development of the 
research estion instead of the research estion constraining the theoretical frame or . n this case, one 
might start ith the desire to characteri e change sing a collective, interactionist, or individ alist 
perspective. Whatever research estion develops from these constraints m st still meet o r three proposed 
specifications. his promotes the theoretical coherence of the frame or  and research estion. 

Design of Experiment: Data Collection  

We believe the foc s of e perimental design m st address the type of data that sho ld be collected to 
ade ately address the proposed research estions. Addressing this concern is critical to generating a data 
corp s that allo s the researcher to characteri e change ithin a partic lar component of a comple  
system. Accordingly, e describe the types of data collection cr cial to characteri ing change ithin the 
individ alist, interactionist and collectivist paradigms. 

ndivid alism recogni es change as a modification of an individ al s behavior independent of their 
social practices and attrib tes the change to an individ al s orientation to foc s on behavior itho t regard 
to social infl ence. he amo nt of change can be meas red by the displacement in alignment bet een an 
individ al s behavior and ideali ed behavior bet een t o or more moments in time. h s, any data 
collected ithin the individ alist paradigm m st allo  the researcher to ma e inferences abo t st dent s 
behavior patterns to generate a or ing model of those behavior patterns. Development of this or ing 
model is cr cial to identifying any rob st changes in behavior. ehavior patterns can be doc mented by 
trac ing verbal c es, gest res, and ritten or  as the st dent reasons thro gh a partic lar problem, in a 
gro p of st dents, or ith a comp ter program. A shift in verbal c es or gest res can s ggest a change in 
behavior, hich can then be st died in more detail. Whatever the setting in hich the data is collected, 

hen the foc s of the data is on the st dent s individ al actions, the data corp s can s pport characteri ing 
change in an individ alist paradigm. 

nteractionism considers change as a modification of one s interpretation of e periential reality and 
attrib tes this change to a reorgani ation of cognitive str ct res initiated by an interaction ith e ternal 
stim li. he amo nt of change is given by a displacement bet een one s interpretation and an intended 
interpretation bet een t o or more moments in time. Any data collected ithin the interactionist paradigm 
m st allo  the researcher to ma e inferences abo t a st dent s model of the e periential orld beca se 
change cannot be identified and e plained itho t an initial or ing model. As ith individ alism, verbal 
c es, ritten te t and gest res are most sef l. n order to create a model of the st dent s e periential 

orld, the researcher m st create sit ations in hich the st dent e periences constraints on their 
perception or thin ing. t is not ntil the researcher e periences the constraints of the st dent that he or she 
can ma e a claim abo t the bo ndaries of a st dent s e periential orld. Change then, can be characteri ed 

hen the bo ndaries of the st dent s mental model of the orld or a partic lar mathematical idea begins to 
shift. y foc sing on the bo ndaries of a st dent s thin ing, the researcher can contin ally generate and 
test hypotheses in order to create an increasingly viable and e planatory model of a st dent s mental model 
of the orld.  

Collectivism considers change as a modification of a social participant s activity as they participate in 
established c lt ral practices and attrib tes this change to the interaction bet een a participant and his or 
her c lt re. Accordingly, the amo nt of change is meas red by the displacement in alignment bet een a 
social participant s activity and the established c lt ral practices bet een t o or more moments in time. 
Data collected ithin the constraints of the collectivist paradigm m st allo  the researcher to characteri e 
the social participant s activity as ell as the c lt ral practices and the social participant s perception of 
those c lt ral practices.  he collectivist paradigm re ires the researcher to thin  abo t the social 
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participant s perception and interaction as part of a collective, hich might be the classroom in hich they 
participate. he researcher m st doc ment the actions, incl ding verbal c es, gest res, disc ssions, and 

ritten or  of not only the individ al st dent, b t also the classroom as a hole. n collectivism, the 
classroom, not the individ al, defines the bo ndaries of the system. he individ al or s ithin the 
bo ndaries of this larger system, b t is not the foc s ithin the collectivist paradigm. h s, the researcher 
m st be systematic abo t creating sit ations in hich he or she can e perience the bo ndaries of the 
classroom as a collective. he researcher can, at best, create a model that describes and e plains the 
bo ndaries of the classroom as a collective, and this model can only come from the actions of the 
classroom as a hole. As the model of the classroom as a collective becomes more viable, st as in 
interactionism, the researcher is able to identify more s btle shifts change  in the system. 

Design of Experiment: Microgenetics and Density of Observations 

Ass ming that one has specified a type of data that ade ately attends to the research estion, ho  do 
e no  if the amo nt of data is s fficient for creating a viable model of the individ al or collective  he 

density and d ration of time over hich the observations are ta en is critical. Siegler and Cro ley 1991  
addressed this iss e ith microgenetics, hich has three properties. First, observations span the period 
from the initiation of a change to the end of a change, mar ed by the stability of a system nder st dy. 
Second, the density of observations is high relative to the rate of change of the phenomenon. n short, the 
rate of change of n mber of observations ith respect to time increases if one anticipates the system to be 
at a point of a critical change. hird, observed behavior ndergoes trial by trial analysis ith the goal of 
attrib ting ca sal agents to partic lar aspects of change in a system. Siegler  Cro ley, 1991,  p. 606 .  

For e ample, s ppose that a researcher is attempting to create a mental model of a st dent s thin ing 
as he or she participates in a t o ee  long instr ctional se ence. he researcher believes that the ma or 
shifts in st dent s thin ing ill occ r on days 1, 4 and 9 based on analysis of the instr ctional se ence. 

h s, the researcher may increase the density of observations i.e. n mber of doc mented actions, verbal 
c es, or gest res  on days 1, 4 and 9 relative to the other days in the instr ctional se ence. hese 
observations ta e place at the moment the researcher anticipates a ma or shift to begin occ rring and ends 

hen the researcher s model of the st dent s thin ing becomes relatively stable. 

Discussion 

n this paper, e have problemati ed an ontological characteri ation of change ithin a comple  
system by ill strating ho  epistemological premises of interactionist, individ alist, and collectivist 
theoretical perspectives reveal only specific aspects of a changing system. Moreover, methodological 
considerations res lting from o r recognition that change is characteri ed s b ectively ithin vario s 
theoretical perspectives ere made. he methodological recommendations advanced in this paper intend to 
s pport the inters b ective interpretation of research findings by promoting researchers  clarification of the 

ays in hich their theoretical orientation constrains their recognition of vario s aspects of the changing 
system nder st dy.  
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